Introduction
More than 50% of all patients with bipolar disorder (BD) present with psychotic symptoms on at least one occasion.
1,2 Symptoms associated with psychosis worsen the patient's prognosis and decrease recovery rates, 3, 4 as well as possibly implicating which pharmacological treatment is used 5, 6 and affecting psychosocial functioning in BD. 7 Studying potential neurobiological markers associated with psychotic features might help in furthering the understanding of the pathophysiology of this disease and improve its treatment, hence improving the prognosis.
With the development of neuroimaging technology, many studies have been conducted aimed at investigating structure, local blood flow, and neurotransmitter changes in the brain of patients diagnosed with BD. Gruber et al 8 reported decreased cingulate cortex activation and increased prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation may be associated with impaired cognitive control in BD patients. Nishimura et al 9 showed that submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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sun et al BD patients exhibited significantly lower activation during the verbal fluency task (VFT) in the broader bilateral PFC. Accordingly, there are increasing reports, appearing in the literature, of neuroimaging studies carried out on BD patients who have been grouped according to whether they have or have not experienced psychotic symptoms. For example, Radaelli et al 10 studied 34 delusional and 39 non-delusional patients, diagnosed with BD, using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A reduction in the volume of gray matter (GM) in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and insula was identified in delusional BD patients with delusional symptoms. When Anticevic et al 11 studied BD patients with a history of psychosis, it was demonstrated that there was a distinct pattern of PFC disconnectivity. In another investigation into functional connectivity, BD patients with a history of psychosis showed significantly reduced ventral anterior cingulate cortex connectivity extending to the ventral and dorsal medial PFC, in comparison to patients with no history of psychotic events, but not significantly different from those found in patients suffering from schizophrenia. 12 So, the results of previous studies suggest that it is reasonable to hypothesize that the function of the PFC differs in BD patients with psychotic symptoms (BDp) and BD patients without psychotic symptoms (BDn).
However, almost all researchers studying BD patients with a history of psychosis using imaging methods to observe brain region dysfunctionality did so during the resting state. So far, brain changes specifically related to psychosis have not linked the performance of cognitive tasks with neuroimaging results. Although there is a lot of evidence to demonstrate that cognitive impairment [13] [14] [15] occurs in patients with BD, such as losses of attention, memory, and executive functioning, the specific effect of psychotic symptoms on cognitive functioning in BD remains unclear. Some studies have suggested that there is a greater cognitive impairment in BD patients with a history of psychotic symptoms than those who have not demonstrated psychotic symptoms. 16, 17 In other studies, no significant differences between BD patients with and without a history of psychotic symptoms could be demonstrated. 18, 19 These inconsistent results are unsurprising, as whether cognitive impairments remain relatively intact or patients continue presenting with cognitive dysfunction upon the remission of psychotic symptoms is unknown. In addition, patients studied in previous studies were free of psychotic symptoms at the time of examination, and it is doubtful whether PFC function would recover to normality or continue presenting dysfunctionally.
A new optical neuroimaging technique, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), with the advantages of being low cost, relatively nonconstraining, noninvasive, and convenient is widely used to study neural activity in many psychiatric diseases (such as depression disorder and schizophrenia). Previous studies using NIRS have reported neural hypoactivity, [20] [21] [22] hyperactivity, 23 and differential time courses of activation 24 during the cognitive tasks performed by BD patients. However, NIRS studies have rarely taken psychotic symptoms into consideration.
It is well known that psychotic symptoms are more common during a manic episode in BD patients. 25 However, there are studies reporting that psychosis is frequent in bipolar depressive episodes. 26 Fountoulakis et al 27 recently reported that the prevalence of psychosis in bipolar depressive episodes can be as high as 66%. Compared to psychotic manic episodes, BD with psychosis during depressive episodes is also associated with a more frequent history of suicidality. 28 While there is a high prevalence and a possible impact of psychosis in bipolar depression, the differences between bipolar depression with psychotic symptoms and bipolar depression without psychotic symptoms have not been well studied. Epidemiologic studies indicate that BD patients have higher rates of substance abuse, anxiety disorders, and obsessive-compulsive disorders. 29, 30 Previous studies have suggested that the severity of substance abuse is negatively correlated with activation of the PFC and of the caudate in patients with BD. 31 In another MRI/PET study, it was found that BD patients with a comorbidity of substance abuse demonstrated reductions in the volume of the ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC), anterior cingulate, insula, and thalamus. 32 There are no studies on the co-occurrence of anxiety disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorders and how they interact in the bipolar brain. All we know is that using NIRS, patients with social anxiety disorder showed lower activation of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) concentrations in the VLPFC during a VFT. 33 Compared with normal controls, patients diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive disorder exhibited reduced PFC hemodynamic responses during verbal fluency and Stroop color-word tasks. 34, 35 These studies suggest that the PFC plays an important role in the pathophysiology of substance abuse, anxiety disorders, and obsessive-compulsive disorders. We cannot conclude that the differences in PFC function result from psychotic symptoms in BD because psychiatric comorbidities were rarely controlled for. As a result, patients who had psychiatric disorders other than BD were excluded from the present study. VFT is a kind of task that is widely used in neuropsychological cognitive assessment. It can detect PFC activation combined with NIRS in healthy people and mental disorder patients 36, 37 due to the closed relationship between frontal brain area and performance in VFT. 38 In addition, it 
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investigating BD patients with psychotic symptoms using Nirs is among the strongest findings of cognitive abnormalities in patients with BD. Therefore, VFT was selected as the cognitive task in this study. The aim of the present study was to evaluate cognitive performance and the prefrontal hemodynamic response in the PFC area, using NIRS, in a depressive episode in BD patients with, or without, psychotic symptoms during VFT. Prior to the study, it was hypothesized that both groups of BD patients would demonstrate impaired performance and decreased prefrontal activation. It was further hypothesized that the prefrontal activation pattern would differ in BD patients with and without psychotic symptoms.
Methods subjects
Subjects were recruited from outpatient and inpatient departments of Yu Quan Hospital from February 2013 to February 2016. Patients without psychotic symptoms during the study (n=31; BDn) and patients with psychotic symptoms (n=29; BDp) and diagnosed with bipolar I disorder with a current depressive episode were included in the present study. All subjects meeting bipolar I disorder diagnostic criteria were evaluated by experienced psychiatrists with fellowship training (Po-Zi Liu and Kun Feng) using the Structured Clinical Interview according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, version 4. Twenty-three healthy controls (HC) were recruited from the local community via advertisements. Age, gender, educational level, and righthand dominance were matched between BD groups and control subjects. The study was approved by the ethics committee of Yu Quan Hospital and written, informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the commencement of the study.
Patients with a history of psychosis were excluded from the present study. Participants were also excluded for the coexistence of any of the following conditions with BD: pregnancy; major physical illnesses such as malignant tumor, chronic renal failure, severe heart disease, and severe respiratory disease; other psychiatric disorders and neurological disorders; chronic substance abuse; and cognitive disorders. None of the patients had taken medication or received electroconvulsive therapy within the 6-month period prior to the study.
VFT task
This study took four-block (vegetables, domestic applications, four-legged animals, and fruits) semantic category versions of the VFT as the cognitive task. The VFT task was used to assess PFC activity 39, 40 by measuring the relative hemoglobin concentration changes. The total measurement time was 360 seconds and each block measurement was for 90 seconds, which included a 30-second pre-task baseline, a 30-second VFT, and a 30-second post-task baseline ( Figure 1 ). All the participants were instructed to sit quietly and stare at the screen, which was 50 cm in front of them, during the pre-task and post-task baseline. They were instructed to generate as many items as possible that belonged to the related species within the task period. The numbers of correct words generated during the task period were recorded to assign cognitive performance scores. The accuracy (%) of the correct words was also used to evaluate behavioral performance.
Nirs measurements
An NIRS device (FOIRE-3000, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) with 45 channels was used to measure three types of relative concentration change of hemoglobin (oxy-Hb, deoxygenated hemoglobin, and total hemoglobin) during the VFT task. Fourteen pairs of emission probes were placed on the forehead of each participant at distances 
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sun et al of 3.0 cm apart. Each pair of emission-detector probes was defined as a "channel" at a measurement point. The NIRS probes covered the participant's frontal region. The most inferior probes were positioned 25-30 mm above the midpoint of the eyebrow of participants, which is, according to the international 10-20 system of electroencephalogram electrode placement, along the Fp1-Fp2 line. 41 
clinical assessments
The 24-item Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD) 42 and the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) 43 were used to assess symptoms of depression and mania, respectively, in participants. The expanded version of the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) 44 was used to assess psychiatric symptomatology at the time of the investigation. Edinburgh handedness inventory was used to evaluate the handedness of participants. Demographic information was collected using questionnaires developed by our research group.
statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for Windows (SPSS version 22.0; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). We used a one-way ANOVA to compare demographic and clinical variables, as well as VFT performances between the three groups, with the exception of gender (contingency table analysis). We also compared the three groups' oxy-Hb changes using ANOVA in order to analyze differences in prefrontal function. The value of oxy-Hb changes in each channel was calculated by subtracting the mean oxy-Hb in the task period from that in the pre-task period. Due to its superior signal to-noise ratio, oxy-Hb was selected as the statistical index 45 and reliability indicator 46, 47 in order to reflect changes in regional cerebral blood flow. The least significant difference (LSD) was used to process the post hoc test on significant variables. Homogeneity of variance was tested to compare the distribution shape of the different groups. For multiple comparison analyses of 45-channel testing correction, Benjamini-Hochberg's procedure was adopted with a false discovery rate (FDR =0.2) so that there are no more than 20% false positives on average (FDRcorrected). For the three groups, we calculated Spearman's rank correlation coefficients to examine the relationship between oxy-Hb changes during the VFT and the HAMD, YMRS, and BPRS scores for each channel.
Results
Demographic characteristics and clinical symptoms
The demographic characteristics of the three groups are shown in Table 1 . Among the BDn, BDp, and HC groups, there were no significant differences in age, gender, educational level, and severity of hypomanic symptoms as assessed by the YMRS; HAMD scores were not significantly different 
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investigating BD patients with psychotic symptoms using Nirs between patients in the BDn group and BDp group, but there were significant differences between BDp and HC groups and between BDn and HC groups. BPRS scores between patients in the BDn group and HC were not significantly different, but there were significant differences between patients in the BDp and HC groups and between patients in the BDp and BDn groups.
Performance of VFT task
During the VFT, the number of words generated among the three groups showed statistically significant differences, as presented in Table 1 . Both the BDn and BDp groups generated a significantly different number of words in all categories when compared with the HC group; the LSD was used to compare two of the three groups, and significant differences between BDn patients and HC groups were identified in all categories (P,0.001). The BDp group and HC group were also shown to be significantly different in all categories (P=0.004, P,0.001, P,0.001, P=0.006). Furthermore, no significant differences were determined in any of the four categories between the BDn and BDp groups (P.0.05).
The accuracy (%) of the corrected words among the three groups showed no significant differences, as shown in Table 1 (P.0.05).
group comparisons of Nirs activation
We compared the oxy-Hb changes among the three groups using ANOVA. Changes in oxy-Hb were homogeneous in 32 channels (P.0.05), except channels 5, 
Post hoc test (LSD)
The LSD was used to examine the post hoc analysis of covariance. We observed significant differences in oxy-Hb changes in channels 33, 38-40 (FDR-corrected P,0.2, Figure 2 ) between BDn patients and HC groups. The BDn patients exhibited significantly lower oxy-Hb activation than the HC group during the VFT task in four channels, located approximately in the bilateral VLPFC. These data suggest that there were significant differences in the oxy-Hb changes in channels 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 32, 33, 38-41 (FDR-corrected P,0.2; Figure 3 ) between the BDp and HC groups. Patients in the BDp group exhibited significantly smaller amplitude oxy-Hb activation than the HC group during the VFT task in 11 channels, located approximately in the bilateral VLPFC and the bilateral DLPFC. Both BD groups showed a reduced 
2).
Abbreviations: BDp, bipolar disorder patients presence of psychotic symptoms; BDn, bipolar disorder patients absence of psychotic symptoms; FDr, false discovery rate; hc, healthy controls; oxy-hb, oxygenated hemoglobin.
correlation between Nirs activation and clinical assessments
In the BDp group, we found a significant negative correlation between the oxy-Hb changes and the BPRS scores in one channel (Ch 14; r: -0.784; FDR-corrected P,0.2), which was located approximately in the right DLPFC region ( Figure 6 ). However, no significant correlation was observed between the changes in mean oxy-Hb and the HAMD and YMRS scores (FDR-corrected P.0.2) in channels tested in the BDp group. In the BDn and HC groups, there was no significant correlation between the changes in mean oxy-Hb and the HAMD, YMRS, and BPRS scores (FDR-corrected P.0.2) in the channels tested.
Discussion
In the present study, we used VFT as a cognitive task for the exploration of cognitive performance in patients diagnosed with BD, with or without psychotic symptoms, and in a 
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investigating BD patients with psychotic symptoms using Nirs reported in the literature show significant impairments in VFT, supporting our current findings. [49] [50] [51] Aprahamian et al 49 reported data derived from a group of 86 patients with BD, where they showed worse performances on the VFT. Meesters et al 50 and Radanovic et al 51 also identified evidence of performance deficits in individuals with BD and also suggested that these impairments existed in specific cognitive domains, particularly executive functionality. Such impairments of executive function can lead to the destruction of a patient's daily life. 52 They could mean a reduced ability to learn, ability to be independent, and to make social connections. Previous studies have also failed to show significant cognitive impairment in BD patients. 9, 53 The discrepancies in the literature could be due to the different moods of the patients studied, differences in the courses and types of the BD involved, and differences in the cognitive tasks employed by researchers. The negative result, in terms of the differences in the accuracy (%) of correct words, may have been due to the simple test used and the timings used, but this remains unclear. 54 In the present study, the time allowed for each category of cognitive task was 30 seconds. It was found that in the first time interval there was a rush of words produced, and that the numbers decreased in subsequent time intervals. 55 Increased time to implement the relevant search process is the reciprocal of the fact that as the time on task increases, searching becomes harder and achieving the target words becomes less frequent. 56 The number of words generated was no different between the BDp and BDn groups. So, the extent of the cognitive impairment of mainly executive function in the BD groups was similar. This finding demonstrates that psychotic symptoms may have a minimal impact on the cognitive performance in VFT. However, there are also studies 16 in which it was found that BD patients with a history of psychotic episodes were significantly cognitively impaired in terms of executive functioning performance and spatial working memory compared with BDn patients. Although semantic fluency was also applied to examine executive function, the effect of different languages such as Chinese or English on performance in the VFT remains unclear. Nevertheless, here, we observed different degrees of PFC activation.
hypoactivation of the bilateral VlPFc in BD groups
In the present study, lower oxy-Hb activation, compared with the HC group, was observed in the bilateral VLPFC (channels 36, 39, and 41) during the VFT in BD patients with or without Figure 6 scatter plot of the oxy-hb changes in channel 14 changing with BPrs scores. Note: oxy-hb changes of channel 14 were negatively correlated with BPrs scores. Abbreviations: BPrs, Brief Psychiatric rating scale; oxy-hb, oxygenated hemoglobin.
control group. We also used NIRS imaging to explore oxy-Hb changes in the PFC during the performance of these VFTs.
Both the BD groups were determined to perform significantly worse in the VFT, and a lower activation of oxy-Hb changes in the bilateral VLPFC was detected in these individuals when they were compared with the HC group. Within the BD groups, no significant difference was found in the cognition performance. However, the prefrontal activation changes in BDp patients were determined to be significantly lower than that in BDn patients in the right DLPFC. Activation of oxy-Hb in the right DLPFC was determined to be negatively correlated with psychotic symptoms in BDp patients.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of a study using NIRS technology that has involved the identification of the relationship between VFT-related hemodynamic responses in the prefrontal cortical regions and psychotic symptoms in patients with BD. NIRS may assist in the understanding of the neural basis of psychotic symptoms in patients with BD.
impaired executive function in BD group
In comparison to the HC group, both BD groups performed significantly worse in terms of generating fewer words. The VFT is a psychological test for the investigation of executive control and cognitive function. These results may imply that there is impairment of cognitive and executive function in BD patients. The decreased number of words recalled during the VFT may result from the deterioration of semantic information, according to the storage-deficit hypothesis, or from dysfunction of the frontal lobe relating to the ability to retrieve a series of nouns. 48 Previous studies [57] [58] [59] have consistently found decreased activation in the VLPFC during cognitive tasks in BD patients when they are compared with HC subjects. The prefrontal hypoactivation during the task period may imply that the BD patients failed to obtain a corresponding increase in blood supply to compensate for the oxygen consumed, which is crucial for optimal neuronal activity. The VLPFC 60 plays an important role in the integration of emotional information and the regulation of emotional responses, and hypoactivity in this area suggests that BD patients in a depressive episode, whether with or without psychotic symptoms, have malfunctions in their emotional regulation and integration.
The function of the right DlPFc and psychotic symptoms
We observed a lower activation of channels 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 32, 33, [38] [39] [40] [41] , located the VLPFC and DLPFC, in BD patients in a depressive episode with psychotic symptoms when this was compared with the HC group. A lower activation in channel 14 of the right DLPFC in the BDp group when compared with the BDn group was also observed. In addition, BDp showed a negative correlation with oxy-Hb changes in channel 14, near the region of right DLPFC. This may represent neural vulnerability in terms of the severity of psychotic symptoms. The lower oxy-Hb activation in the right DLPFC showed a trend to accentuate gradually with an increase in the severity of psychotic symptoms.
Previous studies have shown a reduced connectivity of the DLPFC and other brain regions (amygdala) in individuals with BD with psychotic symptoms. 12 Reduction in the volume of the GM in the DLPFC using morphometric MRI was also identified in bipolar patients with persecutory delusions. 10 Lower activation of oxy-Hb near the DLPFC area was also demonstrated in a previous study using VFT in Chinesespeaking schizophrenics. 61 In a systematic review, evidence suggested that hypofunctioning of the DLPFC during executive functioning could be a neural marker of psychosis. 62 From a clinical point of view, the DLPFC plays an important role in the assessment of psychotic symptoms.
Structural and functional studies suggest that the DLPFC is linked to executive functioning 63 and that the DLPFC is part of the network, which is hypothesized to be related to the monitoring of introspective mental activity. 64 Diminished executive functionality and the reduced monitoring of mental activity may result in dysfunction of multiple cognitive and reasoning processes, which could manifest as psychotic symptoms. The DLPFC can avoid irrelevant information and focus on targeted information as the priority, in bottom-up and top-down attention. 65 Patients with delusional symptoms are unable to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant sensory stimuli, and a hallucination is a perception without a stimulus. Such symptoms could occur due to dysfunction of the DLPFC when it is unable to avoid irrelevant information. BDn patients were asymptomatic at the time of this study. We did not know if they had exhibited psychotic symptoms in the past episode, thus we cannot draw the conclusion that the DLPFC represents the neurobiological basis of psychotic symptoms. It is clear that the DLPFC is related to the presence of psychotic symptoms, so that DLPFC dysfunction is a marker of the state of having psychotic symptoms not a marker of the trait.
BD patients in a depressive episode with psychotic symptoms showed decreased activation of the VLPFC and DLPFC, while BD patients in a depressive episode without psychotic symptoms only showed decreased activation of the VLPFC. So, it would be reasonable to speculate that different areas of prefrontal cortical functionality may represent different clinical symptoms such as mood instability and psychosis. The results presented here may suggest that dysfunction of the VLPFC is particularly associated with the symptoms of mood change and that dysfunction of the DLPFC is associated with psychotic symptoms in BD patients during a depressive episode.
Limitations
This study should be interpreted according to its limitations. Firstly, NIRS measures only the brain's surface and so detects only the relative concentration of oxy-Hb. As a result, activity in deep brain structures cannot be measured. Secondly, in the present study, participating BDp patients were exhibiting symptoms at the time of examination, and we did not take account of retrospective symptoms. In addition, patients with a whole range of psychotic symptoms were enrolled in this research. Thirdly, in the present study, cognitive impairment refers to cognitive performance on a specific and simple test, not cognition generally. Fourthly, the present study focused on BD-I patients during the depressive phase, while psychotic symptoms are more common in manic episodes and BD-I and BD-II patients are known to be different in terms of brain function. Further studies into the subtypes of BD with psychotic symptoms are required to confirm the effects of psychotic symptoms on BD patients.
Conclusion
Although BD patients, during a depressive episode, exhibited significantly worse performances in the VFT compared 
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investigating BD patients with psychotic symptoms using Nirs with HC subjects, the cognitive performance in the VFT was not different in BD patients with and without psychotic symptoms in the depressive episode. Using NIRS, BD patients in the depressive episode exhibited hypoactivation of the bilateral VLPFC during cognitive tasks. Furthermore, prefrontal activation of oxy-Hb changes in the right DLPFC was significantly lower in BDp patients in the depressive episode compared with BDn patients in the depressive episode. Hypoactivity of the right DLPFC was associated with psychotic symptoms in BDp patients. These findings provide novel evidence of PFC dysfunction in BD patients with psychotic features and show that NIRS can be a useful tool for evaluating PFC functioning associated with psychotic characteristics in BD during a depressive episode.
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